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JOINT WORLD CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WORK, EDUCATION AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, 
PANAMA 2024.  

“RESPECTING DIVERSITY THROUGH JOINT SOCIAL ACTION” 

 

MANUAL FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION AS A SPEAKER 

 
The Organizing Committee of the Joint World Conference on Social Work, Education and Social 
Development, SWSD 2024, is honored to have your participation in this Conference as speakers. 
 

OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES OF THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
 
This tripartite joint conference, to be held in Panama in 2024, has distinctive characteristics. Its Caribbean 

venue anticipates colour and diversity, as announced by the theme of respect for diversity through joint 

social action, which will be addressed in plenary sessions, symposiums and debates. 

 

This is our first Global Conference after the COVID-19 Pandemic, which is no small feat. We have gone 

through extremely difficult times, on both professional and personal levels. We have faced our own finitude. 

We have responded to adversity with humanity, recognising ourselves as trained and capable subjects, as 

we moved through this particular stage of modern times that continues to demand greater efforts to put a 

halt to the growing social inequality afflicting our peoples. 

 

Latin America and the Caribbean is colourful and culturally diverse. Its national states have been built upon 

joint social action, which continues to be a powerful lesson against the advances of right-winged 

neoliberalism, which does not respect colour or diversities. 

 

We urge all the participants of this Global Conference to advance the theme "Respecting diversity through 

joint social action" as a form of resistance and a proactive force towards a fairer, more egalitarian and 

respectful world for all. 

 

We hope this Global Conference will be in itself an experience of respect for the diversity that will be 

expressed in Panama, that the respectful encounter of diversities will strengthen the development of joint 

social actions to undertake emancipatory trajectories for our societies and territories. 

 

Thus Conference represents a unique opportunity to bring together professionals, academics, decision-

makers and members of civil society from all over the world who are willing to address issues that are 

central to the mission of the tripartite organisations, to problematise critical global challenges and envisage 
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the possible routes to be followed within each territory. Let us go back, once again, to the theme of the 

Conference: "Respecting diversity through joint social action".  

 

WHAT DO WE WANT PARTICIPANTS TO TAKE AWAY FROM THE CONFERENCE? WHAT 

IS THE MESSAGE WE WISH TO CONVEY? 

This is the first global social work and social development face-to-face meeting since 2018, after two years 

of lockdown. We hope that this World Conference will trigger multiple connections and interconnections, 

and that the presence of colleagues from all over the world will restore the notion of wholeness, with a 

renewed sense of professional identity and harmony. May the meeting give us access to knowledge of 

diverse experiences perspectives, and meaningful partnerships and connections in joint social action.  

We hope for this global encounter to problematise the critical issues that humanity is facing, demanding 

social and political action from social action professionals, in connection with international organisations 

(UN, UNESCO, UNICEF, among others), without losing sight of the necessary debates about the telos and 

ethos of each discipline, as they provide guidelines for training and professional work.  

We hope that the Global Conference becomes a milestone to advance in the joint construction of a societal 

project that guarantees the emancipatory development of humanity in harmony with nature. Such deed 

requires the strengthening of democracy, social participation and the construction of citizenship, 

guaranteeing the distribution of wealth, the development of universal social services, social justice, equality, 

and environmental sustainability. 

The Panama 2024 Conference must be a platform to proclaim that the education and practice of social 

work and other professions of social action are underpinned by social justice and the effective fulfilment of 

internationally recognised human rights. We must ensure that this message reaches all corners of the globe. 

We uphold a rights-based social work and the promotion of social justice as the ethical and political horizon 

of professional practice, based on our ability to move forward collectively in the construction of critical 

thinking and proactive actions. We hope this encounter makes it possible to define medium and long-term 

goals for the future, to be reviewed periodically so as to establish any necessary corrections. 

WHAT OBJECTIVES DO WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE WITH OUR ACADEMIC PROGRAM? 

The academic program intends to facilitate and promote dialogue and the dissemination of the conceptual 

bases of the discipline, within the field of social, critical, autonomous, democratic and emancipatory 

sciences, reinforcing the need for mutual respect, international collaboration, joint social action and the 

strengthening of relationships.  
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We want to amplify our voices and listen to the fractures and dislocations to be made by social work in 

order to provide a situated response to a world in crisis.  We want to discuss the main challenges of 

contemporary social action in an increasingly unequal and complex society, living in a world of uncertainty 

and economic, cultural and environmental crises, a world devastated by ruthless extractivism, territorial 

claims, deforestation and environmental catastrophes bordering on ecocide. 

We aim to strengthen the development of conceptual bases that allow us to understand our current situation 

and future scenarios for the development of humanity; to socialise professional and collective experiences 

which recognise social, economic and environmental rights; to promote spaces for professional and 

academic dialogue that strengthen the regional and global work of our organisations, articulating with social 

movements and other organisations in favour of the joint social action proposed by the Conference. 

WHAT DO WE HOPE FOR THE CONFERENCE IN 2024? 

We propose to foster a deep appreciation of the breadth of diversity and cultural, social, economic, political, 

religious and gender differences; pointing out how the quality of life and work are affected by discrimination 

and segregationism. We propose to commit to collective action that breaks down the barriers of injustice 

and builds bridges for collaboration and creative exchange. 

We seek to foster a deep appreciation of cultural, social, economic, political, religious and gender 

diversities, showing how quality of life and work are affected by discrimination and segregationism. We are 

committed to collective action to break down barriers of injustice and build bridges for collaboration and 

creative exchange.  

It is our hope that the 2024 Global Conference will create academic, research and professional networks 

and the necessary debate on the conceptual, epistemological, theoretical, methodological and instrumental 

frameworks of the discipline; promoting updated knowledge, spaces for debate on current controversies in 

the disciplinary field, articulation in international networks and the central ethical expectation that it is 

feasible to have an impact on the construction of a better world. 

We hope this 2024 Global Conference reinforces the value of the joint construction of proposals and 

responses to the complexity of the social problems we work with on a daily basis, as well as public policies 

that improve the quality of life of the population. 

We intend the 2024 Global Conference to be an example of joint action, written and rewritten by each 

colleague. The collective includes the diverse, as it is recognised by the theme of this Global Conference, 

which integrates it, in a synthesis process in a process that will never end, since it is as vital as life itself. 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF VIRTUAL WORKS: 

 
Each speaker has an account created on the platform:https://swsd2024.opc.uy/es/account 
This account was used to upload your abstract. 
 
DEADLINE TO UPLOAD YOUR PRESENTATION: March 20, 2024.  
 
DETAILS OF THE VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS:  
 
1. PRESENTATIONS AND CREATIVE ARTS: 

 
Virtual presentations will be pre-recorded and placed on a virtual platform in accordance 
with the themes. 
Format: MP4. 
Duration: 15 minutes.  
Size: 1GB Max. 

 
STEPS TO UPLOAD YOUR VIDEO: 

 
1. Enter the form: https://forms.gle/kT4si2Brrf3SqGhP6 
2. Fill out your data. 

Note: The abstract number is in front of the title, look at the image. 

 
3. Load file in MP4 format. 
4. Send form. 

 
It is important that Creative Arts presenters confirm to the organization the art they will present before 
March 15, 2024. 
 
2. POSTERS:  

 
The Posters will have a space on the virtual platform enabled during the days of the event. 
Format: PDF. 
The file must contain 2 pages: 
Page 1: Art. 
Page 2: Description or summary of your poster.  

 
STEPS TO UPLOAD YOUR POSTER:  

 
Poster must be sent on PDF format. 
 

1. Enter the platform: https://swsd2024.opc.uy/es/account 
 

2. Access with your email and password. 
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3. Click the button [Upload Presentation] which is located at the bottom of the presented abstract. 

 
4. Upload the file and click Send presentation. 

    
 

 
 INFORMATION TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT:  
 

• It is important to submit your presentations until March 20, 2024. 

• If your presentation includes videos, submit them downloaded, they will not be accepted in links 
connected to the Internet. 

• When recording, place the recording device horizontally. 

• Videos should ideally be from 720p. 

• We recommend that you prepare the place where you will record your presentation with good 
lighting and complementary elements such as a TV screen with your presentation or other 
elements to set your space. 

• Try to use strong, solid colors such as red, blue, black, etc. If possible, avoid white clothing as it 
affects lighting. 

• It is recommended that you always look at the computer camera and not at the person. The view 
into the camera lens helps keep communication fluid. 
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EVENT LANGUAGES:  
 

• The languages of the event are: Spanish, English, Portuguese.  
 
DELIVERY OF CERTIFICATES:  
 

• The certificate will be delivered after the conference virtually for participation. 

• Authors and co-authors will receive a confirmation letter of accepted and presented work. 
 
MEDIA:  
 
If you have any questions you can contact the mail: info@swsd2024.org.pa 
We invite you to follow our social networks since the deadlines, decisions and information will be 
published @swsd2024 
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